Comparison of Two Continuous Performance Test in Patients with Schizophrenia
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Abstract

The Continuous Performance Test (CPT) is one of the most widely used tests in the research of cognitive deficits in patients with schizophrenia. However, little is known about the performance differences associated with the different versions of the test. The purpose of this study was to examine the differences in performance between the CPT-II and the CPT-IP in a sample of forty-five patients with schizophrenia. Five response indices are compared (d’ as a sensitivity measurement, ln β as response bias, hit and false alarm rates, and hits reaction time). Significant differences were found in all the measurements studied. The differences in the hit and false alarm rates, along with the response bias might indicate that each CPT measures different cognitive processes. A correlation analysis between socio demographic and clinical variables, and the CPTs was also performed. A significant relationship was found between the 3 and 4 digit parts of the CPT-IP and educational level. This might mean that these tests are influenced by educational and learning components.
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Introduction

Attentional problems are one of the main cognitive deficits present in people diagnosed with schizophrenia Nuechterlein & Dawson [1]; Barch [2]; Goldberg & Bougakov [3]. One of the most widely-used tasks to assess attentional performance is the Continuous Performance Test (CPT). It consists of a task in which the individual must pay attention to the presentation of a series of stimuli on a computer screen and respond, generally by pressing a key, only when a fixed stimulus appears. From the development of the first CPT Rosvold et al. [4] there have been numerous versions; indeed, Greenberg & Waldman [5] suggested that there are more than 100 different types of CPT. There are endless differences between the tests (inter-stimulus interval, stimulus duration, frequency of target, total duration of the task, degraded stimulus, etc.), although all the tasks are considered to assess sustained attention. Most studies which assess attention using the CPT agree on the existence of a lower level of performance in people with schizophrenia, compared with healthy individuals Nuechterlein et al. [6]; Heinrichs & Zakzanis [7]; Riccio et al. [8]. In fact, this lower performance is not limited to acute episodes of the illness, but it continues once the symptoms have remitted Liu et al. [9]. These results have also been found in first-degree relatives of patients and in non-clinical individuals with schizotypal personality traits Keefe et al. [10]; Snitz et al. [11]. These findings have led to consider this deficit as a phenotypic marker of vulnerability to schizophrenia Cornblatt & Keilp [12]; Nuechterlein et al. [13], Pukrop et al. [14]. In general, the studies agree that as the difficulty of the CPT used increases, and therefore increasing the resources needed by the participants, the performance of patients with schizophrenia worsens, further distancing them from that of healthy control participants Vázquez et al. [15]. There are many studies which compare the CPT performance of people with schizophrenia with other samples, generally healthy control participants, but we have not found studies which compare the performance of different CPTs in the same sample; this would allow us to analyze the performance differences associated with each CPT, and therefore to understand specifically how the patients’ performance worsens according to the CPT used.

This is especially interesting considering the results obtained in the study by Ballard [16]. This author found different patterns in the performance of healthy control participants when comparing Conners’ CPT-no X with a CPT-AX, proposing...
that the two tasks could measure different cognitive skills. These differences in several parameters of the two CPTs could justify a difference between them beyond the difficulty of the task, involving in each case different cognitive process.

This study has used two tasks: a CPT-no X and a CPT-IP. In the CPT-no X the target is to press a key in response to all the stimuli which appear on the computer screen except one predetermined stimulus. In the CPT-IP the participant should respond only when the stimulus on the screen is identical to the previous stimulus. This means that there is a series of differences between the two tasks: in the CPT-no X the participant has to inhibit a repetitive motor response when the critical sign appears, whereas in the CPT-IP the participant has to make a response. In terms of the type of error committed, the CPT-no X would show up the inability to maintain a continued response over time (omissions) or to inhibit the response at a given moment (false alarms). In contrast, in the CPT-IP all the errors would reflect the inability to discriminate between stimuli.

The aim of the study is to compare the performance of these two types of task in a sample of patients with schizophrenia, and to analyze whether there is a relationship between the attentional performance in CPTs and the psychotic symptoms and socio-demographic characteristics of the sample.

Methods

Participants

The sample consisted of 45 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia, 34 men and 11 women, with an average age of 32.93 (SD=8.85) the characteristics of the sample are shown in (Table 1). All the participants were receiving medical treatment involving in each case different cognitive process.

In order to take part in the study, the patients had to meet the following criteria: schizophrenia diagnosis according to DSM-IV APA [17]; stable symptoms during the previous month; and no cerebral damage, abuse/dependence on drugs, or diagnosis of other psychiatric conditions.

Measures

Conner’s Continuous Performance Test for Windows CPT II; Conner’s [18]. This CPT-no X consists of responding to all the letters which are shown on the computer screen except the letter ‘X’. The test is made up of 6 blocks of 60 trials each, and the total duration is 14 minutes. The frequency of appearance of the objective stimulus is 90%. In the analysis of the data, d’ as sensitivity index, the natural logarithm (Ln) of β as the indicator of the participants’ response bias, the hit rate (HR), the rate of false alarms (FAR) and the hits reaction times (RT) were used.

Continuous Performance Test -Identical Pairs (CPT-IP); Nuechterlein & Green [19]. In this CPT-IP the participants have to press a key each time they detect that the number shown on the screen is the same as the preceding number; that is, each time the same number appears consecutively. The task is divided into three parts: in the first the numbers have two digits, in the second three digits and in the third part four digits, leading to increasing difficulty. Each of the parts contains 120 trials. The total duration of the test is approximately 8 minutes. In the analysis of the data the indices d’, Ln β, HR, FAR and RT were used for each part of the test.

The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS); Kay et al. [20] Spanish adaptation of Peralta & Cuesta [21]. This scale is made up of 30 items which are scored on a scale of 1 to 7, during a semi-structured interview of 30-45 minutes in length. The items are grouped around three factors:

i. Positive scale
ii. Negative scale
iii. General psychopathology scale.

For data analysis, the score for each scale was used along with the overall score of the test.

Procedure

Patients from the mental health center who meet the requirements mentioned above were selected to take part in the study. In a first contact the over all aim of the study and the procedure to be followed during the assessment process were explained to them. If they agreed to take part, they signed the informed consent form, their clinical and demographic data were taken, and they did one of the two CPTs. In the following session they performed the other CPT (the order of the CPTs was counterbalanced) and the interview for the PANSS. In order to do the CPT, a laptop computer with a 17 inch screen was used. The participants used a standard mouse which allowed them to

Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female sex (%)</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>32.93 (8.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education</td>
<td>12.69 (5.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of development of the disease</td>
<td>11.18 (8.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of previous hospitalizations (%)</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-From 1 to 5</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-From 6 to 10</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-More than 11</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANSS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Positive scale</td>
<td>13.27 (5.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Negative scale</td>
<td>15.58 (6.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-General psychopathology scale</td>
<td>28.42 (9.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Overall score</td>
<td>57.02 (19.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
make their responses with their dominant hand.

**Data analysis**

For the analysis of the data the statistical analysis program SPSS v. 15.0 was used. The strategy used for the comparison of the performance between the two types of CPT was the *Student t* test (exploratory analysis showed the normal distribution of the data). A correlation analysis was carried out to analyze the relationship between attentional performance and psychopathology and socio demographic variables.

**Results**

Means and standard deviation of cognitive measures tested are shown in (Table 2).

**Table 2: CPTs Performance Scores.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CPT-IP (2 digits)</th>
<th>CPT-IP (3 digits)</th>
<th>CPT-IP (4 digits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean(SD)</td>
<td>Mean(SD)</td>
<td>Mean(SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>d'</strong></td>
<td>2.933 (0.937)</td>
<td>2.194 (0.893)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Ln β</strong></td>
<td>1.377 (0.788)</td>
<td>1.168 (0.579)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>HR</strong></td>
<td>0.799 (0.157)</td>
<td>0.665 (0.188)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FAR</strong></td>
<td>0.039(0.046)</td>
<td>0.060 (0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RT</strong></td>
<td>546.228 (83.135)</td>
<td>556.382 (111.175)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to compare the performance of the CPTs the indices *d'*, *LN β*, *HR*, *FAR* and *RT* were analyzed using the *Student t* test between each of the parts of the CPT-IP and the CPT-II. (In a prior analysis of mean differences of the *d'* of the three parts of the CPT-IP, we found significant differences between each part. Therefore, we decided to analyze each part independently). Significant differences were found in all the comparisons (Table 3).

**Table 3: Student’s t test among response measures.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CPT-II</th>
<th>CPT-IP (2 digits)</th>
<th>CPT-IP (3 digits)</th>
<th>CPT-IP (4 digits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>d'</em></td>
<td><strong>t (3.017)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (2.182)</strong></td>
<td><strong>t (-7.393)</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Ln β</strong></td>
<td><strong>t (21.604)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (20.484)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (20.341)</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>HR</strong></td>
<td><strong>t (-7.883)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (-11.267)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (-16.298)</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FAR</strong></td>
<td><strong>t (-13.189)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (-12.509)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (-10.135)</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RT</strong></td>
<td><strong>t (6.874)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (5.956)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>t (8.085)</strong>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As (Table 2) shows, the sensitivity of the CPT-II is higher than that of the CPT-IP (expect for 2-digit), and the *Ln β* in the CPT-II is lower than that in the three parts of the CPT-IP. These differences can be seen clearly in the graphic shown in (Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Sensitivity (d') and response bias (Ln β).**

In terms of the change of criteria between both CPT, we can observe that the *HR* of CPT-II is higher than that of the three parts of the CPT-IP; the same applies to the *FAR*, as shown in (Figure 2).

**Figure 2: False alarm rate (FAR) and hit rate.**

Finally, the *RT* is also different; in the CPT-II they are lower than those of the three parts of the CPT-IP (Figure 3).
of false alarms. Therefore, it seems that it is not that one CPT is
CPT-II; the participants increased their hit rate, but also the rate
response change led to a notable increase in both indices in the
adopted a more liberal criterion at the same time as to increase
of the target (30% and 75%) and found that the participants
could be due to the frequency with which the target appears.

hit more risks, tending to give a response. These differences
approach, in the CPT-II the participants became more liberal and
IP the participants' criterion tended towards a conservative
different response bias between both CPTs. Whereas in the CPT-
performance from the simple task (CPT-X) to the difficult tasks
cognitive demand (CPT-DS); in addition, the worsening in
between the groups were seen only in the task with a high
demand together with faster TRs seem to reflect the presence

who take into account only sensitivity (d'). Here, we
found differences both between the three parts of the CPT-IP and
between each of them and the CPT-II (the participants showed
level of sensitivity in the CPT-II which was lower than that of
the 2-digit part of the CPT-IP and higher than that of the 3- and
4-digit parts).

This could be an effect of the differences in the difficulty
of the task. Thus the CPT-IP, which is considered to be a highly
demanding CPT and therefore more difficult, would generate
(except in the most simple 2-digit part) lower performances
than those seen in the CPT-II. This effect was found in the
study by Vázquez et al. [22] in which a group of patients with
schizophrenia and two groups with high and low schizotypy
scores were compared in a CPT-DS and a CPT-X. The differences
between the groups were seen only in the task with a high
cognitive demand (CPT-DS); in addition, the worsening in
performance from the simple task (CPT-X) to the difficult tasks
(CPT-DS) was especially notable in the group of patients.

The response bias (Ln β) was also compared, and we found
different response bias between both CPTs. Whereas in the CPT-
IP the participants’ criterion tended towards a conservative
approach, in the CPT-II the participants became more liberal and
took more risks, tending to give a response. These differences
could be due to the frequency with which the target appears.
In this sense, Silverstein et al. [23] manipulated the frequency
of the target (30% and 75%) and found that the participants
adopted a more liberal criterion at the same time as to increase
the frequency.

In order to examine the participants’ response pattern, we
analyzed the hit rates and the rates of false alarms. We found that
response change led to a notable increase in both indices in the
CPT-II; the participants increased their hit rate, but also the rate
of false alarms. Therefore, it seems that it is not that one CPT is
just easier than the other, but that they show different cognitive
processes. These results are in line with those of Ballard [16]
with healthy control participants, where the response patterns
differed significantly when comparing the performance in
Conners’ CPT with that of two standard CPT-AXs. Ballard did not
use d’ nor Ln β, so it is not known how these indices would be
affected; however, as in the present study, it was Conners’ CPT
that had the highest commission error rates.

The differences in the different parameters of both CPTs
suggest that there are different underlying processes at work.
These differences between the two CPTs are not limited to
performance patterns, and the RTs are also affected; whereas
in the three parts of the CPT-IP the response speed was similar,
in the CPT-II the RTs were greatly reduced. This could also be
due to the different demands of each task. The fact the CPT-
IP demands a high level of resources involves a much more
controlled and conscious processing, which would also imply
more time Shiffrin & Schneider [24]. However, the CPT-II does
not require participants to identify a complex sequence, but to
recognize the letter X, which means fewer resources and less
time are needed and leads to a faster response time Vázquez et
al. [22]. In addition, higher target frequency is usually associated
with lower RT Silverstein et al. [23], which may explain the
differences in this parameter.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to analyze the differences in
the performance of patients with schizophrenia in the CPT-IP
and the CPT-II. The results indicated that there are significant
differences between all the variables studied. The first difference
found in the analyses was different sensitivity (d’). Here, we
found differences both between the three parts of the CPT-IP and
between each of them and the CPT-II (the participants showed
level of sensitivity in the CPT-II which was lower than that of
the 2-digit part of the CPT-IP and higher than that of the 3- and
4-digit parts).

In summary, the differences observed in all the parameters
analyzed seem to indicate that in patients with schizophrenia the
two CPTs seem to respond to different underlying processes.
The different target and cognitive load may be the principal variables
which are responsible for these differences. The relatively high
target frequency in the CPT-II and the relatively low resource
demand together with faster TRs seem to reflect the presence
of a more automatic response process, typical in relatively
simple and monotonous tasks (only 10% of the trials involve
a change of criteria). The more lax response bias might reflect
the difficulty of these processes in adapting to the change of
the task with the appearance of the letter X. It could be hypothesized
that the CPT-II shows to a greater degree the use of an executive
control on these more automatic processes, similar to that found
in dual tasks in which the automation process is made more
difficult because the complexity of the task Granholm et al. [25].
Furthermore, the CPT-IP implies more controlled processing, in
which each stimulus has to be compared to the previous one,
which leads to a much more complex task (especially if the
number of digits is increased); this makes the use of automatic
processes more unlikely. This would be reflected in higher RTs
and in a much stricter response bias (although performance is
worse).

Conclusion

The results found highlight the importance of using
different measures of participants’ performance in CPT tasks,
since taking into account only sensitivity (d’) can lead to the

Figure 3: Hit reaction time (RT).

The relationship between performance in the CPT and
the other variables was analyzed using Pearson's correlation
coefficient. We found a significant relationship between
educational level and the 3-digit CPT-IP (r=0.317; p<0.05) and
the 4-digit CPT-IP (r=0.604; p<0.01).

Summary

In summary, the differences observed in all the parameters
analyzed seem to indicate that in patients with schizophrenia the
two CPTs seem to respond to different underlying processes. The
different target and cognitive load may be the principal variables
which are responsible for these differences. The relatively high
target frequency in the CPT-II and the relatively low resource
demand together with faster TRs seem to reflect the presence
of a more automatic response process, typical in relatively
simple and monotonous tasks (only 10% of the trials involve
a change of criteria). The more lax response bias might reflect
the difficulty of these processes in adapting to the change of
the task with the appearance of the letter X. It could be hypothesized
that the CPT-II shows to a greater degree the use of an executive
control on these more automatic processes, similar to that found
in dual tasks in which the automation process is made more
difficult because the complexity of the task Granholm et al. [25].
Furthermore, the CPT-IP implies more controlled processing, in
which each stimulus has to be compared to the previous one,
which leads to a much more complex task (especially if the
number of digits is increased); this makes the use of automatic
processes more unlikely. This would be reflected in higher RTs
and in a much stricter response bias (although performance is
worse).
omitting of relevant information which is necessary for a right interpretation. It would be useful to carry out a study in which each CPT was applied repeatedly, in order to find out whether with repetition of the task, the participants' performance depended to a greater extent on more automatic processes, in which case there would be little improvement in performance, or on more controlled processes, in which case performance would benefit greatly from practice Neisser [26].

Another relevant result found in the present study is the significant relationship between the 3- and 4-digit parts of the CPT-IP and number of years in education of the participants. These tasks seem to depend to a greater extent on controlled processes, especially the 4-digit part which is where the strongest correlation was found. In a study by Gonzalez-Andrade [27], a significant correlation was found between the number of years in education and an indicator of divided attention obtained in the performance of dual tasks. This suggests that these CPT tasks, which are less automated, would be more influenced by educational and learning components.
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